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Abstract
The paper firstly clarified the characteristic of competencies being discussed in African countries by comparing
them with competencies being discussed in developed countries. It has become clear that both countries are very
similar. In other words, against the background of rapidly increasing internationalization and globalization, the
competencies required to live in the society of the future are the same across borders, regardless of whether in a
developed country or a developing country. Secondly, using Mozambique as a case study, how the competencies
are actualized and what kind of challenges they face are discussed by analyzing primary mathematics curriculum,
textbooks and in classes. An emphasis was placed on the ability to use social, cultural and technological tools
used in an interactive manner in the competencies that were contained in the 2015 curriculum. However, most of
the contents of the new textbook focus on “basic competencies” centered on basic knowledge and skills.
Furthermore, there were many classes where teachers presented questions listed in the textbook as they are.
Hence, it became apparent that the nurturing of practical competencies listed in the curriculum was largely
reliant on the abilities of the teacher.
Keywords: mathematics curriculum, competency-based curriculum, competency, teaching and learning
1. Introduction
Due to the advancement of globalization in the 21st century and the emergence of a knowledge-based society in
which knowledge in various fields is viewed importantly, the term “competency” has attracted attention. In
particular, it has come to be discussed throughout the world since it was advocated in the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) definition and selection of competencies (DeSeCo) project
(Rychen & Salganic, 2003). In a society organized along the lines described above, one is not only required to
gain knowledge defined by “what one knows” but also to develop skills of “what one can do” with the
knowledge; hence, one is demanded to apply knowledge and skills in real life and society to solve real problems.
The idea of each individual learning in an idiosyncratic manner, acquiring information, synchronizing
knowledge, and spawning new ideas and knowledge (that is, differences) in an educational system has started to
be an integrated goal (Collins & Halverson, 2009). To this end, the OECD DeSeCo project has merged these key
competencies together and has had a major impact on the discussion of educational reform around the globe.
According to the National Institute for Educational Policy Research (2013), places such as the EU, England and
the USA define skills required in 21st century based on these key competencies, promoting curriculum
development.
This type rhetoric is not limited to developed countries, but also applies to developing ones. In recent years, the
United Nations, Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the International Bureau of
Education (IBE) have held workshops related to competency-based curriculum development in all African
countries, and many of these nations administer competency-based curricula (UNESCO & IBE, 2013, 2015).
Furthermore, L’Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie (OIF) has provided financial assistance to 23
Francophone African nations and other types of support related to competency-based curriculum development
(Bernard, Nkengne, & Robert, 2007; Roegiers, 2008). In addition, the East African Community Common
Curriculum Framework (2013 Harmonized Curriculum Framework for the East African Community) proposed
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by East African Community in 2013 as a reginal framework in Africa have stressed the importance of
competency-based curricula and suggested key competencies common to the East African community in primary
education: And in nations aligned to the East African Community, introduction of these curricula have been
actively discussed and promoted.
In keeping with this, revisions to competency-based curricula have been advanced in African countries since the
start of the 2000’s, and in recent years this trend has only gotten stronger. Despite this trend, specific research
concerning the actual nature of these revisions and whether they are being carried out appropriately is in short
supply.
2. Objectives
In this study, firstly, the characteristics of competencies being discussed in African countries are clarified by
comparing them with competencies being discussed in developed countries. Secondly, using Mozambique as a
case study, how the competencies are actualized and what kind of challenges they face are discussed by
analyzing primary mathematics curriculum, textbooks and in classes.
3. Research Questions
Two research questions were established to achieve the objectives indicated above:
1) What is the difference between competencies being discussed in African countries and competencies being
discussed in developed countries in policy level?
2) What are the current status and related issues in Mozambique concerning competency-based mathematics
educational design in curricum, textbooks and thier implementation?
4. Method
The following research methods were adopted in order to clarify the research questions described in previous
section, as well as to achieve the objectives set forth in this study.
1) We compare and analyze the characteristics of the discussions concerning competencies discussed in both
developed and African countries. We use the common curriculum framework of the East African Community
when addressing African nations.
2) We then analyze three types of pedagogical items: curricula, textbooks, and lessons in terms of the current
state of and issues concerning Mozambican competency-based mathematics education design.
More specific methods are described in the following:
・We compare and analyze descriptions concerning competencies in the primary mathematics curriculum that
took effect in 2004 and 2015
・We analyze and investigate government-designed textbooks that were created based on the 2015 curriculum
from the viewpoint of competencies described in the curriculum
・We observe two public primary school mathematics classes in capital city Maputo, Mozambique, and analyze
and investigate them from the perspective of competency acquisition as described in the curriculum.
3) Based on the results obtained in sections 1 and 2, we consider issues related to competency-based
mathematics education design focusing on the connection among the curricum, textbooks and their
implementatios.
5. Limitation
In this study, we used a case study in addition to theory and document analysis in order to achieve the research
objective of exploring the current status and challenges of competency-based mathematics educational design.
However, since the number of observed lessons is two, it is possible to grasp the characteristics of the lessons for
the analysis but not enough to generalize those considerations.
6. Result and Discussion
6.1 Key Competencies Advocated by OECD
Key competencies advocated by the OECD “Definition and Selection of Competencies (DeSeCo)” project are
“within a set of tangible conditions, utilizing a given context (knowledge and skills), carefully thinking when
acting and the ability to respond to complex needs and topics”. As shown in the following diagram, there are
three categories that make these competencies up: “the ability to use tools interactively”, “the ability to interact
in heterogeneous groups” and “the ability to act autonomously”. These three key competencies are arranged
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similarly tto three-dimennsional coordinnates and theyy maintainins innterrelationshiips with other key competen
ncies.
As it couldd be said that these three interrelated key competenciess were requiredd for individuaals to achieve their
more compplex goals, annd as such dem
manded more thhan masteringg a narrowly deefined skill (R
Rychen & Salg
ganik,
2003); these three key coompetencies aare correlated w
with one anothher, and how accquired knowlledge and skills can
be implem
mented in the real
r world is cconsidered andd became the ffocus of the cuurriculum desiign. In additio
on, as
described as the ability to
t interactivelyy use social, cuultural, and tecchnological toools, it could bee claimed that these
abilities do not go just one way but use communiication with oother parties. P
Part of this “kkey competencies”
concept is also used in the
t frameworkk of the Prograamme for Interrnational Studeents Assessmeent (PISA), and
d can
be seen wiithin the fields of reading, m
mathematical annd scientific litteracies.
The OECD
D also presentted three new categories of competencies in the Educattion 2030 project: “Creating new
value”, “R
Reconciling tensions and diilemmas”, andd “Taking respponsibility” (H
Howells, 2018). We transpla
anted
these com
mpetencies intoo the context of mathematics education and considereed why such ccompetencies were
establishedd. In a world of
o increasing uuncertainty, unnder complex situations wheere interests coonflict in everryday
life and the arenas of loccal and internaational communnities, judgmeents based on eemotionally infformed prefere
ences
or transitoory thinking may
m be made. In order to aavoid this, it iis necessary too have an acccurate grasp of the
problems oone may be faacing. Therefoore, it is necesssary to acquirre reliable matthematical knoowledge and skills,
s
and to usee them to attaain the ability to acquire an astute temperrament that iss based on soccial values suc
ch as
equality, fa
fairness, and suustainability. A
Additionally, inn order to cultivvate the democcratic ability oof solving prob
blems
by the recoognition of divverse values annd discussion, the ability to uuse mathematiccs for problem
m solving and to use
this skill tto make sociaal judgments iis deemed as vital. This allso applies to conveying annd validating these
mathematiical skills and their associatted judgments to those posssessing different value sets. Thus, these newly
n
establishedd competenciees would also bbe very important in the conttext of mathem
matics educatioon.

Figure 1. Strructure of key competencies advocated by OECD
Source: OEC
CD, 2003, 5.

6.2 The Foour Dimensionns Proposed byy the Center foor Curriculum R
Redesign (CCR
CR)
Fadel, Biaalik and Trilling (2015) havve indicated, as 21st centuury-oriented skkills and comppetencies featu
uring
various coommonalities within
w
a globaal framework, they can be ggrasped being subdivided annd arranged by
y the
following four dimensioons; knowledgge, skills, chaaracter qualitiees, meta-learnning strategy pproposed by CCR.
C
What is thhe characterisstic in the fram
mework show
wn by CCR iss that meta-leaarning is linedd up as the fo
ourth
dimensionn. As stated, the
t significancce of this dim
mension; “It iss not enough to implicitly iinclude this fo
ourth
dimensionn in all the otheer dimensions—
—its significaance must be hhighlighted expplicitly (p. 41))”, meta-learniing is
treated as an independennt dimension. T
This concept aaligns closely w
with the skills referred to as “learning to le
earn”
contained in the EU’s “K
Key Competenncies for Lifellong Learningg” (European C
Commission, 22007) and ATC
C21S
(Griffin, M
McGaw, & Carre, 2012) “21stt Century Skillls”. It is doubttless that meta--learning (learrning to learn) is an
indispensaable quality/caapability in a modern socieety that is maarked by flucctuations and uncertainty, where
w
lifelong learning is sought.
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Figuree 2. The four ddimensions prooposed by CCR
R
Source: Fadeel, Bialik and Trilling, 2015, 43.

6.3 Discusssion of Compeetencies in Afrrican Countriess
Competenncy-based educcational designn is not unusuual in African countries, andd all these nattions have cha
anged
track towaards competenncy-based currricula within recent curricuulum revisionns. In this secction, the com
mmon
curriculum
m framework developed
d
by thhe East Africaan community is adopted as a representativve case study in
n this
piece of reesearch, and specific
s
discussions is held cconcerning thee competenciees described w
within the curriicula.
The East A
African Comm
munity has a coommon vision in school eduucation for the purpose of sm
moothly condu
ucting
the transfeer of educationn, economy, labbor and servicces among the countries thatt are members of the commu
unity.
Based on this vision wiithin school edducation and tthe idea of soccial capital as something deesirable, a com
mmon
curriculum
m framework for
f East Africcan communitiies was createed, and a com
mmon curriculuum framework
k for
school edducation was proposed (Eaast African C
Community, 22014). The fr
framework inddicates seven key
competenccies: 1) Comm
munication 2)) Mathematicaal Competenciies 3) Personnal and Sociall Competencie
es 4)
Learning tto Learn 5) IC
CT, Science aand Technologgy Skills 6) Creative and C
Critical Thinkinng and 7) Culltural
Considerattions (East African
A
Comm
munity, 2014). The detailed descriptions of learning ooutcomes for each
competenccy are shown inn Table 1.
The conteents of the “C
Communicationn” and “Learnning to Learn”” competencyy categories deefined by the East
African Community, and the contentss related to thee three key coompetency cateegories advocated by the OECD
“Definitionn and Selecttion of Comppetencies (DeeSeCo)” Projeect were idenntical to eachh other. In short,
s
non-cognittive ability to communicate appropriately and effectivelyy in various soocial and cultuural groups is a skill
that is requuired in the Eaast African community. Furtthermore, it w
would be remarrkable that “Crreative and Crritical
Thinking” is set as one category
c
in thee competency ddefined by the East African ccommunity. It includes the words
w
‘critical’, ‘‘courage’, ‘com
mmunication’,, ‘creative’ andd ‘perseverancce’, which coveer all four dim
mensions previo
ously
proposed bby the Curricuulum Redesignn Center. Whille these types of competenciies would be iimportant to live in
the societyy regardless off developed or developing coountries, it could also be morre indispensablle in the case of
o the
developingg countries as they are increedibly diverse and possess ccomplex societtal structures. The importance of
statistical literacy has been
b
increasinng worldwide in recent years, and there is a tendencyy to emphasize the
importancee of statisticall education at all stages of education. Sim
milarly, the coompetencies exxhibited within
n the
East African communityy also include “Mathematicaal Competencee” and “ICT annd Scientific T
Technology”, which
w
is specificcally indicatedd by the senteence “recognizzes, understannds, analyzes and respondss to numericall and
mathematiical informatioon such as staatistics, graphhs, tables and charts”. Alsoo, there are deescriptions suc
ch as
“Organizattion of inform
mation to suppport logic annd inference” and “Recognnize and approopriately use with
confidencee”, which wouuld indicate thaat in various siituations, the ffocus that has bbeen put on sttatistical resultts has
been justlyy acknowledgged as well as the ability too make decisioons. In additioon, the categorry of “Learnin
ng to
Learn” is ddesignated as one of the keyy competenciees. This meanss that meta-leaarning listed ass a characteristtic of
CCR is poositioned as ann important com
mpetency in thhe East Africaan community. One of the learning outcom
mes is
“Cultivatinng the desire and interest ffor lifelong leearning and peersonal growthh” and similaar to the CCR
R, the
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importance of independent cognitive processes coming about from the goal of improving one’s academic ability
to facilitate lifelong learning is included.
Judging from the information provided above, it has become clear that the competencies exhibited in the East
African community are very similar to those discussed in developed countries. In other words, against the
background of rapidly increasing internationalization and globalization, the competencies required to live in the
society of the future are the same across borders, regardless of whether in a developed country or a developing
country.
Table 1. Competencies stipulated in common curriculum framework for East African communities
Key competencies
Communication

Learning outcomes
•
Listen and respond to information on a variety of subjects.
•
Speak fluently and effectively to express his/her opinions.
•
Read and comprehend a variety of literary and non-literary text.
•
Express self effectively in written form.
•
Convey and receive information, instruction, ideas and feelings appropriately and effectively in a range of
different social and cultural contexts.
•
Use language for different audiences and purposes relevant to oneself and the subject.
•
Understand and use the vocabulary, structures and forms of expression which characterize each area of study.
Mathematical
•
Organize information to support logic reasoning.
competence
•
Recognize and use numerical patterns and relationships confidently and competently.
•
Recognize, understand, analyze and respond to information which is presented in numerical and
mathematical forms such as statistics, graphs, tables and charts as applied within the subject area.
•
Use a range of mathematical instruments, including electronics, confidently and competently.
•
Provide basic estimates and calculations accurately and proficiency.
Learning to learn
•
Take responsibility for his/her own learning.
•
Work effectively, independently and cooperatively.
•
Develop the desire and interest for life-long learning and personal growth.
•
Take appropriate roles as responsible citizen in the society.
•
Participate actively in meaningful learning activities.
•
Access knowledge from a variety of sources.
ICT, scientific and •
Develop awareness of scientific and technologic changes.
technological
•
Appreciate the value and limitations of science and technology in the society.
competences
•
Make decisions related to scientific and technological developments for positive development of the
individual and the society.
•
Participate appropriately in harnessing resources and energy for mutual benefit.
•
Make appropriate use of science and technology in solving problems at the individual and community level.
•
Collect, process and use information in a critical and systematic way.
•
Use ICT devises competently.
•
Think reflectively and logically.
Creative and
•
Make connections and establish relationships.
critical thinking.
•
Analyze problems from a variety of different perspectives.
•
Design and try out innovative and original ideas.
•
Make appropriate decisions on the basis of experiences and supporting evidences.
•
Manage time effectively and efficiently.
•
Plan, evaluate and achieve realistic personal goals.
•
Demonstrate initiative, commitment, perseverance, courage and enterprise.
•
Develop an understanding of how knowledge is created, evaluated, refined and changed within subject areas.
•
Think intuitively and imaginatively and evaluate ideas, processes, experiences in meaningful contexts
•
Apply knowledge in performing different practical tasks.
Source. East African Community, 2014.

6.4 How the Competence-Based Curriculum Design Affects Primary Math Education
We will consider how these competencies are designed and aimed at, especially in mathematics education. As
mentioned before, the concept of “key competencies” is used in the framework of the Programme for PISA, and
can be seen within the fields of reading, mathematical and scientific literacies. The definition of mathematical
literacy in the PISA 2018 assessment is as follows; “Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to
formulate, employ and interpret mathematics in a variety of contexts. It includes reasoning mathematically and
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using mathematical concepts, procedures, facts and tools to describe, explain and predict phenomena. It assists
individuals to recognise the role that mathematics plays in the world and to make the well-founded judgements
and decisions needed by constructive, engaged and reflective citizens” (OECD, 2019, p. 75). This includes
meanings such as capturing events in real life mathematically, judging various situations using mathematics,
communicating with others using mathematics, and the significance and attitude of learning mathematics. In
other words, it can be said that the characteristics of mathematical literacy in the PISA is to focus on the ability
and attitude to use mathematical knowledge and skills in real life, which are beyond the scope of mathematics
studied at school.
6.5 Competency-Based Educational Design in Primary Mathematics Education in Mozambique
Based on the discussin in previous sections, Mozambique is used as an example, analyzing the understanding
and implementation of competencies in Mozambique’s primary mathematics education from three aspects;
curriculum, textbooks and classes, and clarifying its characteristics and the issues.
6.5.1 Mozambique Primary Mathematics Education Curriculum Based on Competencies
Mozambique’s primary mathematics curriculum was revised in both 2004 and 2015. We highlight the
characteristics of the competencies described in each curriculum by comparing the learning content related to
natural numbers and calculations.
In addition to “themes”, “purposes”, and “contents”, “competencies” are indicated to be the bedrock of
educational content in both curricula. Regarding these, the 2004 curriculum contains a framework of “basic
competencies”, which lists mathematical skills such as “being able to read and write numbers up to 9” and
“adding numbers up to 9”. Similarly, this idea was also applied to other themes, and basic mathematical skills
related to learning content, such as reading, writing, arithmetic, comparing, and arranging were also defined as
competencies. However, in the 2015 curriculum, these were revised to be “partial competencies”, where there
was no statement of basic knowledge nor skills. Instead, practical competencies such as “solving problems
related to daily life with numbers up to 10” were listed. In other themes, “solving problems that are related to
both everyday life and the learning content” and “applying the contents of learning to daily life” are listed as
opposed to individual skills. This had been revised to define competencies as being applied to situations found in
daily life and to solve various problems that occur around oneself, and not merely acquiring knowledge and
skills. This can be comprehended as a change in the way of thinking about competencies between the years 2004
and 2015.
An emphasis was placed on the ability to use social, cultural and technological tools used in an interactive
manner in the competencies that were defined in the 2015 mathematics curriculum, which was one of the key
competencies proposed by the OECD “Definition and Selection of Competencies (DeSeCo)” project. Of course,
the use of knowledge and skills in real life naturally calls for the ability to act autonomously and to collaborate
with heterogeneous groups; hence, it would be assumed that all three categories contain both strengths and
weaknesses. In the light of the four dimensions proposed by CCR, while there is a possibility that it is related to
all the dimensions of knowledge, skills, human characteristics and meta-learning strategies, the contents of the
curriculum are interpreted as having an emphasis on generic knowledge and skills that can be applied in real life.
Table 2. Description of competencies in 2004 curriculum
Unit theme
Natural numbers
and calculation

Specific objectives
Read and write numbers up to 9
Add and subtract up to 9

Contents
Numbers up to 6 to 9
Reading and writing numbers 6 to 9.
Addition and subtraction up to 9

Basic competency
Read and write numbers up to 9，
Add and subtract up to 9.

Source. Ministério da Educação, 2003.

Table 3. Description of competencies in 2015 curriculum
Unit theme
Natural numbers
and calculation

Specific objectives
Read and write numbers up to 10
Add and subtract up to 10

Content
Reading and writing numbers up to 10.
Addition and subtraction up to 10

Source. Ministério da Educação, 2015.
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6.5.2 Prim
mary School Maathematics Texxtbooks
In accordaance with the revision of thhe curriculum,, primary schoool mathematiics textbooks have been rev
vised
annually sstarting from the
t first-year textbook by thhe National Innstitute for Edducational Devvelopment (IN
NDE)
since 20166. In this sectiion, how the m
mathematical ccompetencies llisted in the cuurriculum are grasped within the
textbook aand employed via an idiosynncratic approacch (which in tuurn is related tto issues such as the compossition
and presenntation of conttent within firsst- and second--year textbookks) is considereed from the pooint of view off how
learning coontents were displayed.
d
In the intrroduction of new
n
learning ccontents, challlenging scenaarios and objeccts related to the real world
d are
presented, followed by relevant
r
questiions. Problemss related to reaal situations, ssuch as math w
word problemss, are
introducedd in new learniing content wiith the aim of uunderstanding sentences in ssome cases. Inn contrast; although
the skill is used as a wayy of acquiring the ability to uutilize them in subsequent prractice exercisees, the introdu
uction
of learninng content foccuses on mastering the alggorithm and ddefinition of calculation inntermittently. More
M
specifically, titles of som
me questions within the sm
maller units aree ‘Let’s take a look! (Observa)’ to presen
nt an
example, aand titles ‘Lett’s try! (Comppleta)’ ‘Let’s ssolve them! (R
Resolve)’ and ‘Let’s fill them
m in! (Pinta)’ lead
children tto solve quesstions; indicaating simple definitions too children exxpecting childdren to apply
y the
mathematiical skills.

Figuure 3. Examplees of Grade 1 & 2 textbook
Source. Fumoo, C., Guibunganaa, D., Nhabique, F
F., and Manhiça G., 2016, 2017.

measurement” ffor first-year sstudents, personally
In the introoduction of thee unit meter inn the area of “qquantity and m
observablee examples arre presented while children engaged inn measuremennt activities. T
Thus, the con
ntents
described in the compettencies are speecified within the textbooks.. On the otherr hand, when m
measuring con
ncrete
objects preesented in texttbooks, there w
will always be a fraction thatt could not be measured in m (such as cm), and
this shouldd be led into the
t introductioon of cm. How
wever, the relaationship betw
ween m and cm
m is covered in
n the
second graade. In other words,
w
althoughh problem-solvving activities related to dailly life are pressented and learrning
is promoteed on the basiss of activities uundertaken, theey ignore the ccontinuity of pprevious and suubsequent learning.
Unless thee teacher fullyy understands the contents aand provide ssufficient instruuctions, includding the areass that
contradict each other, it may
m interfere w
with children uunderstanding the content inn a comfortablee manner.
The primaary mathematiccs curriculum includes practtical competenncies related too daily life suuch as the abiliity to
“solve prooblems related to daily life reegarding of leaarning contentss” and the abillity to “apply llearning conten
nts to
daily life”. The introducction of new m
mathematical concepts in thee textbook use concrete mateerials and hand
ds-on
teaching m
materials and tools.
t
One couuld also get a sense of this in the math w
word problemss that are prese
ented
after moviing beyond abbstract compuutation and coonfirmation prroblems. How
wever, most off the “numberr and
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arithmetic”” areas partiicularly emphhasize the “bbasic competeencies”, and the extent too which prac
ctical
competenccies described in the curriculum are nurturred are largelyy reliant on thee abilities of thhe teacher applying
the lessonss in the classrooom.

Fiigure 4. Introduuction of metrre (Grade1)
Souce. Fumoo, C., Guibungana,, D., Nhabique, F., and Manhiça G.,, 2016.

6.5.3 Acquuisition of Pracctical Competeencies in Primaary School Maathematics Claasses
Two matheematics classees at a public pprimary school in Mozambiqque and their baasic outlines aare described in
n this
section. Next, issues conncerning the feeatures commoon to each class based on thhe viewpoint oof the competencies
described in the curriculuum are considdered.
Lesson 1: Grade 4 angle classification lesson at a puublic primary scchool in Mapuuto
・ The teacher taught the types of anngles via oral iinstruction or by writing onn the board. W
While some children
jotted ddown the boarrd notes, otherss did not.
・ Follow
wing this lessonn, how to pressent angles waas explained, aand examples oof right angless, acute angles, and
obtuse angles were taught. On thhis occasion, the teacher aasked studentss what angle was. Howeve
er, an
explannation that impplied where thhe angle was located was ggiven without waiting for sstudents to answer.
Furthermore, confirm
mation of undderstanding conncerning the nnature of the aangle was nott performed. While
W
those cchildren were able to undersstand the locattion of the anggle, they may nnot have been able to undersstand
the size of the openinng was the anggle.
・ When explaining thee types of anglles and how too represent theem, teachers ussed many alphhabetical chara
acters
to empphasize the nottation of “∠A
ABC”. In Japannese setting, thhis is an abstraact notation thaat would usually be
handleed from juniorr high school oonwards. Additionally, this learning conteent is not som
mething that clo
osely
follow
ws the children’s understandiing of everydaay things. Therrefore, it was questionable aas to the exten
nt the
childreen could underrstand the conccept of angles.
・ Follow
wing the explannation of the ttypes of angles and how theey should be reepresented, thee teacher asked the
studennts to write rigght, acute and obtuse angles on the blackbboard. The corrrect answers w
were provided
d in a
timely manner whilee confirmationn of understannding was attaained from all the children, but since stud
dents
other tthan the one who
w answered ddid not copy tthe answer on the notebookss, confirmationn of the knowlledge
may haave limited within the individual.
Lesson 2: Grade 4 Romaan numeral callculation class at a public priimary school inn Maputo
・ The leesson involvedd calculation uusing Roman numerals up to 100 and ssolving practicce exercises in
n the
textboook. The teacheer first asked the students too solve a com
mprehension prroblem. They tthen went ove
er the
answerr, and then insttructed the students to complete the practicce exercises.
・ Calculations were peerformed with Roman numerrals and were tthen convertedd to Arabic num
merals. Howev
ver, it
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seemed the teachers were not of the conceptual view that they should be forming numbers borne from the
characteristics of Roman numerals using the numbers 5 and 10 as a base.
・ Some students made mistakes when converting the numbers. There was also a problem that the answer to the
comprehension question was checked by the teacher in concert with the students, but that the answer(s)
provided was incorrect.
・ The students who provided their answers by being called up to the blackboard during this class were always
the same children. There were no opportunities to discuss mistakes, nor for other children to present their
work.
6.5.4 Features and Challenges Common to Each Class from a Competency-Based Perspective
Both classes were conducted by teachers through blackboard writing. Both class structures were lecture style,
which teachers directly explain important mathematical concepts while verbally going over the contents with the
children. It seemed that there were many classes that presented the problems in textbooks on a verbatim basis.
The activities provided in actual math classes were mostly related to “basic competencies” that were directly
linked to basic knowledge and skills. The point has been raised that, for example, there was no individual nor
group learning conducted in class to nurture the ability to work autonomously or cooperate with heterogeneous
groups, which themselves are elements of the key competencies proposed by the OECD. The observed class had
a process that teachers presented new definitions and knowledge; while students repeated and revised them, and
then familiarize themselves with the content via practice questions. The students do not have opportunities to
think and discuss the contents amongst themselves; thus, there is no space where ideas or proposals could be
further spawned. This might prevent the establishment of knowledge and skills. To this end, it may be necessary
for one to work on human characteristics such as the curiosity of children in order to foster practical
competencies from the viewpoint of the education dimension advocated by CCR. Likewise, children can also
demonstrate their own leadership to solve these problems. There may be a need for classes that foster the
resilience that require to think, overcome concerns regarding the contents and discuss contents until they are able
to reach a singular conclusion or revelation. It could be said that it is essential to first develop the understanding
of teachers’ practical competencies and the ability to conduct classes while appropriately executing them in order
to nurture the practical competencies of children described in these curriculm.
To sum up, Although the curriculum is in line with the global trend in terms of competency-based education, it
became clear that there was a big gap between the curriculum and textbooks. Moreover, teachers who are
teaching along with the current textbooks were difficult to provide the lessons to improve students’s
competencies written in the curriculum. Revison of the textbooks have been procceding currently, therefore it is
expected that textbooks in line with the new curriculum are developed. The future challenge is also to improve
the capacity of teachers to conduct lessons that foster students’ competencies.
7. Conclusion
This paper examined the similarities and differences between competencies discussed mainly in developed
countries and competencies discussed in African countries from the perspective of competency based educational
design in African nations, and clarify the characteristics of each approach. Next, using Mozambique as an
example, we tried to clarify how this country’s primary mathematics education curriculum, textbooks, classes,
etc. were developed and what issues were being confronted.
There was no significant change in learning content comparing the curriculum between 2004 and 2015, but it
became clear that competencies were revised from content related to basic knowledge and skills to content
related to practical skills. An emphasis was placed on the ability to use social, cultural and technological tools
used in an interactive manner in the competencies that were contained in the 2015 curriculum. Indeed, this was
one of the key competencies proposed by the OECD “Definition and Selection of Competencies (DeSeCo)”
project. However, most of the contents of the new textbook focus on “basic competencies” centered on basic
knowledge and skills. Furthermore, there were many classes where teachers presented questions listed in the
textbook as they are. Hence, it became apparent that the nurturing of practical competencies listed in the
curriculum was largely reliant on the abilities of the teacher. In other words, there was a big gap in the contents
of the “textbook” that should serve as a bridge between the intended and practiced curriculum. Furthermore,
another issue could be the teachers’ insufficient understanding of the content of the practical competencies
described in the curriculum and abilities to carry out the class.
While Mozambique is no more than a case study, the accumulation of such basic research has implications for
improving the quality of education. It is hoped that similar studies can be performed in other African nations.
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